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Hey hi, coffee lover!
Please allow us to toot our own horn for a little bit. We are very proud to
introduce not one, but TWO new coffees this week. That’s twice the normal
amount, people! Curious..? Take a break and peep what’s “keen in coffee” this
week.

NEW: Danilo Natural (Costa Rica)
This coffee is something else. You’ll immediately notice its dairy-like thickness 
and stickiness. After recovering from that wonderfully strange, thick stickiness,
you’ll get hit with Danilo Natural’s surprising flavour combination - bold mango
notes, combined with sweet sugarcane and slightly tangy gooseberry make
way for more sophisticated, soft flavours, such as white grape, cocoa nibs and
plum. 

Danilo Natural is named after the farmer that cultivated this lot: Danilo Salazar.
Sadly, Danilo passed away last spring. Luckily, Danilo’s son has taken over the
plantation. So even though we won’t be able to drink coffee touched by Danilo
himself anymore, his spirit lives on in his beans. A true legacy coffee if there
ever was one!
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NEW: Wibeti ‘21 (Ethiopia)
Aromatic, chocolatey, sweet, floral, fruity, fresh, bold, funky, juicy, silky, creamy,
delicate… There almost aren’t enough words in the English language to
describe the depths of Wibeti’s flavour profile. During the cupping, we found
that it starts out with peachy flavour notes, but there were also clear hints of
Ceylon black tea and cardamom, which gave our nostrils a lovely tickle. Wibeti

Order Danilo Natural now

https://keencoffee.com/product/danilo-salazar-costa-rica/
https://keencoffee.com/product/danilo-salazar-costa-rica/
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has a medium body (but feels good about it) and a juicy freshness that comes
from the elaborate washing process.

Wibeti hails from the Yirgacheffe region in Ethiopia and has a super distinct
flavour profile that comes from the high altitude, fertile red-brown clay, their
washing method and long fermentation in water tanks. All in all, a true classic
with all the flavours that you could possibly want from a washed Ethiopian
coffee.

Order Wibeti Now

https://keencoffee.com/product/wibeti-ethiopia/
https://keencoffee.com/product/wibeti-ethiopia/
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Dutch Aeropress Championship:
the food

As you should know by now, this Saturday (i.e. tomorrow), the Dutch
Aeropress Championship will take place in Bar Bolsjewiek in Utrecht. Yay!
What you don’t know yet, is the wonderful menu that we’ll be serving you...
Check it out!
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Website DAC 2021

https://keencoffee.com/dac
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Dutch Aeropress Championship:
the DJ

Meet Walter Vooys, coffee lover by day, DJ by night. Walter makes sure that
you’ll be able to shake your booty between heats and will use his bopping
beats to create a true celebration after the Championship. For those lucky few
who have been able to get a ticket, we’ll see you Saturday. For those who
didn’t, well, we’ll see you on our official DAC Instagram Stories. Either way,
fun!

Follow Dutch Aeropress on Insta

https://www.facebook.com/keenoncoffee/
https://www.instagram.com/keen_coffee/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/keen-coffee/
https://www.instagram.com/dutch_aeropress_championship/
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We send you this email because you rock! You are one of our dear customers
or you signed in to find out more about what we are doing at keencoffee.com.

Either way, thank you for keeping in touch!
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